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It is shown that a plasma can be unstable if the velocity distribution function for the ions or the elec
trons is nonMaxwellian, even if it is isotropic. The plasma, under these conditions, can be unstable 
against perturbations with wavelengths of the order of or smaller than the mean Larmor radius for 
the corresponding particle. 

IT is well known that an anisotropic velocity distribu
tion function for charged particles in a plasma can lead 
to an instability even in the absence of macroscopic 
motion or spatial inhomogenieties. One might expect 
that a plasma in which the electron and ions distribu
tion functions are isotropic would be stable. However, 
it has recently been shown by one of the present au
thors ( L. V. Korablev) that a plasma in a magnetic field 
can be unstable if, in addition to the main mass of elec
trons and ions, there is a small number of fast ions 
which might be, for example, the products of a thermo
nuclear reaction; the distribution function for these 
ions is isotropic and characterized by a small energy 
spread about a mean value Eo. A plasma of this kind 
can support oscillations at a frequency close to har
monics of the ion-cyclotron frequency with wavelengths 
of the order of the Larmor radius of the fast ions.[lJ 
In this work, an investigation was made of the stability 
for electrostatic oscillations, the conclusions being 
valid for conditions such that the velocity of the fast 
ions is smaller than the phase velocity of the magneto
acoustic wave. 

In Section 1 of the present work we consider the 
stability of a plasma whose density is higher than that 
treated in [ 1 J; specifically, we assume the condition 
H2 << 8JTnE0 • Under these conditions the results ob
tained in [1J no longer apply and the question of stability 
at frequencies close to the ion frequencies remains 
open. We shall show here that fast ions can excite 
magnetoacoustic waves as a result of the Cerenkov ef
fect. In Sec. 2 we indicate the possibility of an instabil
ity if the electron distribution function is isotropic but 
non-Maxwellian. 

1. In the frequency region far below the ion-cyclo
tron frequency the magnetoacoustic oscillations of a 
low-density plasma ( 8JTp/H 2 « 1) are described by 
the dispersion relation [zJ 

. -y;; kj_2m . n' (' dv, og(v,) 
w= kvA- ~---Vre+ mwm2 - .l---b(w-k,v,); 

4 k, M n u, ov, 

~ fo dv = 1. ( 1) 

Here, kz and k1. and Vz and v1 are the components 
of the wave vector and the velocity for the ions along 
and perpendicular to the magnetic field 

Vre=( z:e )"', VA=f4:nM' WHi=e:;• 

while J 1 is the Bessel function. The second term on 

the right side of Eq. (1) takes account of the damping 
due to resonance (vz = kvA/kz) electrons and it is 
obtained under the assumption that kv Alkz « VTe· 
The third term is due to the small number of fast ions 
with mean energy Eo= MV~/2. 

In the simplest Cfrde, in which the distribution func
tion for the fast ions is of the form o ( E - Eo), the 
function g ( vt) can be computed easily and y the 
growth rate can be written in the form 

- ! l'n k.J...2 m n' WHi 
y= -~--vre-:n:---xl0(x)l1 (x), 
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)'" x=-- Vo2--vA2 . 

WHi k12 (2) 

The last term in the expression for y can be posi
tive for x > 2.4, that is to say k1 > 2.4 wm/Vo and 
the instability arises if , 

..!!__::::;:!.'!._~ 
n or-M V0 • (3) 

We recall that in the derivation of Eq. (1) it is assumed 
that VTe > Vo. If this is not the case the electron 
damping will be exponentially small and waves charac
terized by k1 > 2.4wm/Vo are always unstable. The 
growth rate is a maximum when k1. ~ 3wHi/V o and the 
order of magnitude of the growth rate is given by 

n' Vo 
y ~ -wH;-. (4) 

n V_--t. 

The energy spread of the fast particles about the mean 
value Eo causes a smoothing of the function g ( Vz) in 
Eq. ( 1). It is qualitatively evident that the function 
g( vz) becomes monotonic and the instability disap
pears when t:.E/ Eo? w!u/ktV~. In other words, waves 
characterized by k1. ~ WHi/Vo are unstable for very 
broad distributions. A numerical calculation for a 
distribution function taken in the form 

fo ~ cxp(-e / T) (1 + ae), 

shows that the instability develops if a > %. The con
dition for validity of Eq. ( 1) w = kv A « wm and the 
instability condition k1. V o > 2 .4wHi are compatible if 
Eo» (2.4) 2 H 2/81Tn. 

The instability leads to a broadening of the energy 
distribution of the fast particles in the direction of 
lower energy. This follows from energy conservation. 
A detailed analysis of the quasilinear relaxation pro
cess is obviously complicated. For this reason we 
limit ourselves to a qualitative discussion and several 
estimates. 

The distribution of fast particles which is initially 
almost monoenergetic will be smeared out during the 
growth of the instability from an initial level w0 to the 
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final value ~n'E0, that is to say, in a time 
w!Ji ( nv A/n'Vo) X ln (n' Eo/w0 ). If fast particles are 
not produced during this time then a stable distribution 
fo ( v 1: Vz) is established as determined by the integral 
equation Y = 0 where y is given by Eq. (1). However, 
if there is a weak source n'/T of fast particles, for 
example, a thermonuclear reaction (in practice we 
always have n'wHiVo/nvA » 1/T) then a weak insta
bility remains. Under these conditions approximately 
half the energy of the fast particles will go to the ex
citation of waves which then damp on the electrons with 
a damping rate Ye"" -WffimVTe/MvA. Hence the 
steady-state energy density of the waves is given ap
proximately by 

or can be even smaller if there are other (nonlinear) 
absorption mechanisms. 

The macroscopic flux of charged particles of species 
a across the magnetic field caused by this instability 
can be interpreted as drift under the effect of a fric
tiona! force F arising in the emission of waves by the 
particles. Hence, if we use the discussion leading to 
Eq. (5), the following estimate obtains: 

lnv.L"I = I ~' [FHJ\ =I Jlc z ~ [kH]yk wk \ ~-c-~E<J. (13)* 
ea e k Wk ea.HVA 't 

The loss of energy due to the additional flux of parti
cles to the wall is Vo/wHia times (a is the plasma 
radius) smaller than the energy of the charged particles 
formed as a result of the thermonuclear reaction. 

2. We now consider an unstable plasma with an iso-
tropic electron distribution function. In this case the 
plasma can support ion-acoustic waves. In the fre
quency region WHi << w « WHe and for phase veloci
ties w/k >> vTi the dispersion relation for electro
static oscillations of a uniform plasma can be written 
in the form 

r (kj_Vj_) 
g(v,) = l1 J fo'(v, 2 + V.L2)lo\, -- dv1.2 

0 WHe 

(conventional notation is used). 

*[FH] =F X H. 

(7) 

When f~ = ( 21TVor1 o ( v~ + v~ - vg), integrating over 
v 1 we find 

1 + 2 Wpe~ = (•lpi2 _ ~:!.., 1 ~w'!!2.._ _1_ iJ 
/-.:2uo2 (1)2 k2-co ) W - k:Yz Vz fJuz 

x{lo'[ ~(vo2 - u,Z) •;,]t . 
(I)He f (8) 

The imaginary part of the integral over Vz, that arises 
as a result of the residue, becomes an alternating func
tion of k.L and w/kz for k.v0 /wHe > 2.4 while the 
waves that satisfy this inequality are unstable if the ion 
damping is small, as is the case when mv~/2 » Ti. 
Under these conditions, using Eq. (8) and the simplify
ing assumptions w/kz <'<. Vo and y << w we find 

W2 = Wpi 2 ( 1 + 2wp,' / k2v02 ) -t, 
M w3 w 

v= -n~ WHe' Tk,lvo lo(Y)li(Y), 

kj_ 
y= WHe (vo2 -w2/k,')'h. (9) 

The growth rate is a maximum when k.Lvo/wHe ~ 3, 
w/kz ~ vo: 

(10) 

This instability leads to a broadening of the electron 
distribution function toward lower energies in a time 
given approximately by y ~ax ln ( nmvU2w0 ) where 
Wo is the energy density of the initial perturbations. 

The instabilities considered in Sees. 1 and 2 obvi
ously do not exhaust all the possibilities in a plasma 
with an isotropic distribution function which is weakly 
smeared out in energy. We have seen that in such a 
plasma when k.Lv~ / WHa > 2.4 the conditions required 
for an instability ag(vz)/&vz > 0 can always be satis
fied. Hence we may advance the suggestion, which as 
yet is not contradicted by experiment, that in a mag
netic field the particle energy distribution functions 
cannot have sharp peaks. 
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